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Let’s start with the basics:

Company Name:

Mobile number:

Email: 

What is your company’s mission statement? (Ex. What are your company’s goals? Why does your company exist?)

What is the benefit of your product/service?  (Ex. Why would customers/clients want to work with you?)

5 words that represent your brand: (Think about your brand’s personality – how would you describe it?)

Three messages that your brand needs to communicate: (What do you want your target audience to see/feel/hear?)

*Please be sure to complete this questionnaire on a desktop/
laptop computer, and save the PDF once completeBRAND QUESTIONNAIRE
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How does your brand’s image fall between these opposing categories?

What colours do you feel represent your brand? What colours don’t?

What is your company’s value proposition? (Ex. How do you solve your client/customers’ problems?)

Masculine            /  Feminine

Simple            /  Intricate

Grey            /  Colourful

Conservative            /  Extravagent

Approachable            /  Authoritative

Necessity            /  Luxury

Fun            /  Serious

Professional            /  Casual

Modern            /  Classic

Sporty            /  Elegant

Extreme            /  Safe

How do you want your clients/customers to feel?What attributes and/or emotions do you want associated with your brand?

What attributes and/or emotions do you not want associated with your brand?
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ABSTRACT VALUES – to answer the following questions, use your imagination to think of your brand in unique situations

Which one of these logo formats do you believe best suits your brand? 

How would you describle your brand’s style?

What other brands would it be friends with?

Where would your brand hang out?

What would your brand do in it’s free time?

        LOGOT YPE

This format includes your company’s name in a 
stylized typeface and/or your company’s initials 
in a simple shape

        ABSTRACT MARK

This format includes abstract shapes and 
symbols that convey a specific idea or attribute. 
These types of logos are very unique and 
identifiable often without the company name.

        PICTORIAL MARK

This mark includes literal or representative imagery 
to symbolize your brand

        EMBLEM OR ENCLOSURE

This features the name or initials of the company, 
usually as part of a pictorial element or shape.

Check all that are applicable
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Which one of these logo styles do you believe best suits your brand? Check all that are applicable

CONTEMPORARY

Common elements include fresh colors, 
stylized imagery and clean type.

 DETAILED /  ST  YLIZED

Common elements include detail, textures, 
flowing lines and distinctive type.

         CLASSIC

Common elements include timeless colors, literal 
imagery and traditional type.

COMPLEX ILLUSTRATION

These include a hand-drawn feel depicting a scene 
or character.

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire!

See the next page for a detailed overview of the branding process and next steps.
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THE BRANDING PROCESS

BRAND QUESTIONNAIRE

We will complete a brand questionnaire/brief that helps 
me get to know your business and what your ideal 
client/customer looks like.

DESIGN

Following our discussion and completion of the brand questionnaire, I will create 2-3 
initial concepts and present them to you. You will decide which concept speaks to you 
most, which will determine the creative direction we take from there.

REFINE

We collaborate through a series of refinements to get your brand 
polished and ready for launch.

FILE HANDOVER / LAUNCH

Your brand is now ready to launch! You will receive detailed brand 
guidelines that summarize logo usage, colour palette and typography to 
protect the integrity of your brand and achieve maximum recognition. 

PHASE

1
PHASE

2

PHASE

3
PHASE

4

The branding process generally takes 3 weeks to complete, but can be shorter or longer dependent upon number of revisions. 
If you ever have any questions during this process, please do not hesitate to reach out! 

TIMELINE

3 WEEKS
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